Directions to La Serena from Perugia Railway Station

By Car
Satellite Navigation Users: Please note that our address cannot be found on most systems. However,
the following Longitude/Latitude coordinates should work! They are: N 43° 00’ 54” E 12° 15’ 56” (or if your
Sat Nav is set to decimal, it is N 43.015 & E 12.266). The alternative is to enter Castiglione della Valle
(‘postcode’ is 06072) which is only 1 kilometre away from us. The journey from Perugia Station will take
approximately 20 to 30 minutes.
Once you have entered those into your system, enjoy the rest of the journey and concentrate on the Italian
driving!! Buon Viaggio!

From Perugia Station: With the station behind you, drive up the hill in the left-hand lane. Follow the
road around to the left, following a green sign to Firenze/Roma going underneath an office building. Take
the middle lane at the traffic lights (with the Oxford School on your right) and follow the road around a right
and left-hand bend, picking up blue signs to Citta della Pieve (you will still see the green sign too).
Follow the road under the new mini-metro bridge (red in colour) still following blue signs to Citta della
Pieve. Continue following this road through 2 sets of traffic lights past lots of apartment buildings.
The road goes downhill and you will see a TRONY store on your left. After a right and left bend you will come
rd
nd
to a roundabout. Take the 3 exit, still towards Citta della Pieve. At the next roundabout, take the 2 exit,
this time to Pila (another blue sign). You will see a large store called EMISFERO straight ahead and you will
come to a very large roundabout. Take the middle lane, still towards Pila, passing offices and shops. At the
nd
next roundabout, take the 2 exit, avoiding the right-hand filter lane.
Go straight on at the traffic lights (with Bar Olimpia on your left), still towards Pila. Go straight on at the traffic
lights in Pila towards Spina, S. Biagio della Valle and Villanova. Follow this road for about 8 kilometres,
passing the Rendezvous Restaurant (not recommended by us!) on your left until you reach a T-junction.
Turn right here and follow the road downhill, past a turning on the right to S. Biagio della Valle and you will
see you will see La Serena on your right-hand side, just before the hilltop borgo (hamlet) of Monticelli - the
garden with the solar panels in it!
Turn right into our driveway and enjoy the welcome that is La Serena in Umbria! and the real start to
your fantastic Umbrian holiday.

By Public Transport
There are a few buses from central Perugia to both San Biagio della
Valle and Castiglione della Valle. La Serena is about 3 kilometres
from San Biagio della Valle and 1 kilometre from Castiglione della
Valle.
The easiest way to get from Perugia station to La Serena, if you
are not hiring a car (although this is highly recommended) is to
arrange for us to pick you up - we only charge €30 per trip - door
to door!

Call us if you need any help, on +39-075-878-7429.
If no reply, try our mobiles: Stephanie on +39-349-243-3706 or Derek on +39-346-527-0020

